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we [...] found
sourcing and
purchasing the
right phones
and SIMs really
easy 

about Wildwood Ecology
Industry: consultancy 
Summary of business: Wildwood Ecology is
a B Corp ecological consultancy.

We're working with fellow B Corp Wildwood
Ecology so we caught up with their team to
find out how they'd been getting on. We
spoke to Richard Dodd their Managing
Director. 

Wildwood Ecology is an award-winning
ecological consultancy and Certified B
Corp.

We help architects, planning consultants
and aspirational individuals navigate their
way through planning to create inspirational
sustainable developments. 

Providing expert ecological advice and with
100% success rate in obtaining protected
species mitigation licences, we help keep
your development project on track.

sustainability 
We set about searching for a suitable
mobile phone provider and being a
Certified B Corp, sourcing a sustainable
supply chain was important to us. We
came across Honest mobile and found
sourcing and purchasing the right phones
and SIMs really easy. 

It’s that peace of mind to our employees,
clients and our company in relation to
receiving excellent customer service and
sustainability in our supply chain that
validates our switch to Honest Mobile. 

I would wholeheartedly recommend you
discuss your business needs with them and
look forward to peace of mind that you’ve
made the right choice for both people and
the planet.

We know what we are paying each month
and have access to support should
something unexpected happen.

Our employees now have a dedicated
mobile. They can separate work from home
and can switch off without worry, setting
up voicemail options when they are
relaxing at home in the evening or on that
well deserved holiday.
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before Honest
We have previously managed by providing
employees with a monthly data allowance
as they used their own personal phones.
This seemed like a reasonable solution.
Clients could get hold of someone and we
reimbursed staff for any data used, which
was reviewed regularly. 

However, we felt like there must be a better
solution, as people were receiving calls
from clients on their annual leave, or even
late at night. Couple that with having to
install access to email and other business
related apps, they could not switch off their
phones. This had to change.

Keeping our valued clients projects on
track requires effective communication,
especially in today’s world where we work
from multiple locations. Getting hold of
someone is vital.
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We initially purchased five mobile phones
(Fairphone 3) and SIM cards, which arrived
really quickly and were set up easily by our
employees. Since then, we have purchased
two more as we continue to grow.

ecologists who
believe that the
natural
environment is of
equal if not
greater
importance than
the built
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